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Microformats: Empowering Your Markup for Web 2.0Friends of Ed, 2007
Microformats burst onto the scene a couple of years ago and are fast becoming an essential tool for all professional web designers and developers. Imagine being able to integrate all of your web-based contact details, tagged articles, and geographical information seamlessly in web and desktop applications, without having to add anything extra to...
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Flash MX Savvy (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. Hands-on tutorials allows you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

   This is the first book in our Savvy series, a new line of premium quality, in-depth...
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Handbook of Numerical Analysis : Special Volume: Foundations of Computational MathematicsElsevier Limited, 2003
A long time ago, when younger and rasher mathematicians, we both momentarily harboured the ambition that one day, older and wiser, we might write a multivolume treatise titled “On the Mathematical Foundations of Numerical Analysis”. And then it dawned that such a creation already exists: it is called ‘a mathematics library’....
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The Government Machine: A Revolutionary History of the ComputerMIT Press, 2003
Sitting in the reading rooms of the Public Record Office in London, a historian is in the center of a museum of organization. Copies of the catalogue to the museum fill several walls (although these are now complemented by online versions). The catalogue lists are dominated by references to objects of one kind: the file. The file has in its...
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Inside Dynamic Html (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1997
For Web developers, one of the most exciting features of Microsoft(r) Internet Explorer 4.0 is Dynamic HTML, a powerful Microsoft extension of standard HTML that brings a new level of interactivity to content developers' Web sites. And INSIDE DYNAMIC HTML is the technical bible on this important new innovation. It's for Web developers,...
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Beginning Joomla!, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2009
Joomla!, exclamation point and all, is one of the most searched–for and hired–for open source content management systems in the world. Since 2007, the combination of Joomla! and Dan Rahmel’s bestselling Beginning Joomla!, From Novice to Professional have made it so that all you have to do is read a single...
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Managing Time in Relational Databases: How to Design, Update and Query Temporal DataMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Managing Time in Relational Databases shows how to make the rich information content of bi-temporal data available to business users, while simplifying the design, maintenance and retrieval of that data. Metadata declarations eliminate the need to directly model temporal data. Temporal data maintenance is isolated in code that...
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HTML and CSS Web Standards Solutions: A Web Standardistas' ApproachFriends of Ed, 2008

	This book will teach you how to build hand-crafted web pages the Web Standardistas' way: using well-structured XHTML for content and CSS for presentation.


	By embracing a web standards approach, you will hold the key to creating web sites that not only look great in all modern browsers, but also are accessible to a wide variety...
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Pro Drupal 7 DevelopmentApress, 2010

	In its relatively short life, Drupal has had a tremendous impact on the landscape of the Internet. As a web content management system, Drupal has enabled the creation of feature- and content-rich web sites for organizations large and small. As a web application framework, Drupal is changing the way that people think about web application...
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Assemble the Social Web with zemblyPrentice Hall, 2008

	Use zembly to Create Social Web Applications for: Facebook, Flickr, iPhone, and More!

	

	With zembly you can create mashups and web applications drawing on content from virtually any web site, API call, or data stream. What’s more, zembly makes it as easy to deploy and scale next-generation web applications as it is...
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Murach's HTML, XHTML, and CSS (Web Programming)Mike Murach & Associates, 2010

	If you have anything to do with web development, you should know how to use HTML. XHTML, and CSS the modern, professional way. That's true if you want to become a web designer. That's true for web designers who still use tables for page layout when they should be using CSS. That's true for JavaScript programmers. And that's...
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My iPad 2 (covers iOS 5) (3rd Edition)Que, 2011

	The iPad is a unique and totally revolutionary device in many ways. The iPad is a tablet computer featuring multi-touch interaction with print, video, photo, and audio multimedia, internet browsing, and runs most iPhone OS apps. The device has an LED-backlit 9.7-inch (25 cm) color LCD display and uses a virtual keyboard...
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